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Dear HiPChurch Family,
If this month is like any other
January, all around us, there
will be a lot of hype about setting resolutions and imagining
who we might become. But,
when our intentions are not
grounded in our current realRev. Julia McKay ity, or the real capacities that
HiPChurchUU
are available to us, or the way
Minister
that we live our lives on a daily
basis, it is likely that our resolutions will not take
hold.
AND -- this month is NOT like any other January!!
As we continue to try to eke back to some semblance of “ordinary life” it is clear that there is no
going back. No going back to our old selves, and no
going back to the way our former institutions were
operating. It’s clear that there is no going forward
without encountering some significant change.
Additionally, we are starting yet another year of social chaos and pandemic upset. So frankly, living
with intention will be especially important to ourselves and our communities as we move forward
this year.
So, I invite you to think more about intentions
than resolutions.

Of course, there is a time for both: Intentionally moving toward something and then decidedly
acting on our human resolve when it is time. Yet,
sometimes living thoughtfully – with intention –
and listening to our inner wisdom, can lead us to
an outcome or resolution that is different than we
might have chosen in the first place.
My primary personal intention for this year is
two-fold: I intend to take good care of two lives
to the best of my ability – mine and yours. It is true
that I must hold significant concern for my health
and well-being while I am taking care of what is
best for the congregation and each of you. This is
what I will be lending my heart to and stretching
myself toward.
So, THIS January (that is unlike every other January), we will have a month of thinking about how
best to live with intention as one of the skills of
resilience that we can use to face the future we are
stretching into.

Join me, my beloveds, in faith,
Rev J

IN THIS ISSUE

An intention is a purposeful attitude or focus on
something – having our attention firmly or steadfastly fixed or directed. The word comes from the
latin, intentus, meaning “a stretching out.” What
is it you would like to stretch yourself toward?

Minister’s Musings		

A resolution, by contrast, is “to come to a definite decision about” or “to clear away any doubts
or uncertainty.” I think that it is the rare person
that gets to any resolution without much deliberation and moving intentionally in some direction.
Certainty is very rare.
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Minister’s Musings

Meditation from one of our young adults...
“For all the voices that overwhelm you with fear. For all those who choose narrow and false perspectives
of you. For all those who judge you with preconceived ideas and misunderstanding. For all those who
speak ill of you and spread their seeds of hatred in other's ears. For all those who participate in the gossip.
For all those who identify you by who you were, rather than who you are. For all those who enable you
rather than hold you accountable. For all those who doubt you and your ability to evolve and rise above.
For all those who try to put you in their small minded boxes. For all those who'd rather shame you than
inform you. For all those who accuse you with minimal understanding. For all those who take advantage
of you and project their insecurities onto you. For all those who prefer to fret over your missteps, rather
than take responsibility for their own. For all those who degrade you with their words and actions. For all
those who tear you apart instead of building you up. To you I say: You are not the opinions of others. You
are the intentions, choices and impacts you make, in this present moment. You are more than the sum of
your fears and past mistakes. You are not the words others speak over you and about you. You are words
you speak over and about yourself. You are not scarcity. You are abundance. You are not a failure. You are
an overcomer. You are not what others think of you. You are what you think of yourself. You are not an
outcast. You are deserving to take up space and put your best foot forward. You are connected to all that
is. You are allowed to fall and keep rising. You are allowed to change your mind and actions in an instant.
You are allowed to do better, once you know better. Perfection is irrelevant. And if it weren't, progress
is perfection enough. Even if you're still, you are enough! Be encouraged, be implored, be aware and be
you. Give yourself enough credit, space, time and grace to authentically develop. You don't have to carry
the weights this world’s forces on your shoulders. You just have to keep your eyes forward and never give
up. I affirm to you, that if you don't quit, you win. Live your unique journey and find your spark. The right
people, will inevitably be inspired to the same. You are better off without those who do not practice genuineness and humanitarianism. Surround yourself with those who bring out the best in you. Let go of those
who do not. Be at peace.” ~ Shaye Scritchfield

1. Cut out the pieces.
2. Practice putting them together.
3. Read the words on the puzzle pieces.
4. Here is the order to answer them in: Act. Reflect. Forgive. Heal

Source: Kirsten Hunter

Acting President’s Message
How are you experiencing we actually haven’t run a deficit budget when the
our current state of church figures were tallied at the end of June 2019 and
affairs?
June 2020.”

Gretchen Hein
HiPChurchUU
Acting President

Your Board of Trustees
asked this question of
ourselves this last year
because we have been
experiencing a bit of
anxiety regarding Board
succession, limited
volunteers, and not being
together in person very
much.

As President, I think we have willing participation.
The Christmas Eve service was well attended, and it
was the first dual-platform – signs that we continue
to roll with the changes!! The Worship Team is to
be applauded for the thoughtful and fun December
series on “Opening to JOY,” and people experience
the Christmas Eve service as magical and uplifting.

So where to go now? How are you experiencing
church at this juncture? What would help us to
continue to move forward, living into our covenant?
But often, we only see our part of church and realize
Do we want to re-imagine this thing we call church?
you all see our current state of affairs differently. So,
Is church just Sundays? Is it more than a building?
starting with the Board members, we asked ourselves Is it joining with like-minded others to promote
to count our resources.
or support a cause? Are we needing to take things
as they are, for the time being, because of Covid
Danielle Jernigan, our Board secretary, “We have
in particular? Should we percolate ideas? Should
two immense resources, our Reverend Julia and
we get used to having the Shared Ministry Team
our Funds; not all churches are fortunate to have
working with us more often, or hear what the JEDI
these.”
Allies team is up to before we make any new plans?
Sam Waller, our CFO, says, “We have congregants
We have a Mid-Year Congregational Meeting on
collectively giving ten to twelve thousand dollars of
Sunday, January 30, following the worship service.
their money to something they find value in each
We will want your input on these questions and
month.” He further states we are continuing to
ideas about our current state of affairs. Please stay
support our Multi-cultural Action Team and our JEDI
tuned for ways to contribute your thoughts this
Allies; these ministries are crucial in these years of
month, and we encourage your presence on the
racial reckoning. Our Fellowship Team decided that
30th. We hope for great dialogue as we move with
monthly in-person Friday Fun/Happy Hour would be
intention into our future.
a way to connect, and they generally have around 20
In Peace,
plus attendees, even in-person. In addition, the last
two years of highly successful Auctions mean that

Gretchen, Your Acting President

Thank you to our
wonderfall staff for
getting us through
another year!
Pictured L to R: Michael, Karen,
Dawn, Rev. Julia, Heather, Chuck
and Mary.
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New Year’s Eve Game Night!
Friday, December 31st, 8 pm – 10 pm
Join us for a fun game night to ring in the new year! Bring your
party hats and your party people for a game night that will be
suitable for all ages!
We’ll enjoy a fun combination of Pub Trivia, Scavenger Hunt,
Dance Off, and more!….then we’ll have an early celebration of
the new year (with our East Coast friends)! You’ll still be able to
turn in early – or make some scrambled eggs and hopefully see
the AdAmAn fireworks on Pikes Peak at midnight!
If you’ve been looking for an occasion to dress up in your cocktail attire, please do! If you prefer to be comfy, do that too! Since
we’re virtual, you can even do BOTH if you want to dress for a party on top, and be comfy on the bottom!!
Whatever you wear, be sure to welcome the new year with your HiP friends in the HPCUU Zoom Room.
Email fellowshipfun@hpcuu.org for ID and Password.

January Worship Theme – Living with Intention
JAN 2 – New Year’s Ritual - Chocolate &
Champagne/Cider – offered by your HiP
Worship Team

where you can pay attention to your soul (or
inner teacher) about your intentions for 2022.
Guest Speaker, Rev. Kelly Dignan is a Unitarian
As we enter the calendar year of 2022, we stand
Universalist community minister, serving as a
in a liminal moment as we acknowledge the past
spiritual director, teacher and justice chaplain.
and imagine the future - memories of difficulty and She lives in Denver, Colorado and is involved
triumph, times of endurance, keeping on, and lifein multi-faith immigration, LGBTQ, racial, and
in-the-middle. Today we remember our yesterdays
climate justice efforts there. Thanks to video
with the sweet/bitterness of chocolate and we claim technology, her clients can be found all over the
the hope for greater well-being in our tomorrows
country. She teaches UU History as an adjunct
with a toast. Join us for this traditional High
instructor at Iliff School of Theology and is on
Plains Church UU ritual of letting go of regrets and
the Board of Directors of UU Wellspring. Before
welcoming new blessings into our lives. This will
shifting her focus to the community, Kelly served
be a Zoom only service full of music, readings and
three Colorado UU congregations.
meditation. Please have paper and something to
write with, a small piece of chocolate and your drink
JAN 30 – The State of the Congregation
of choice ready for a toast!

JAN 9 – Intention vs Impact
We often say: “I didn’t mean to...” But it’s
like bumping someone in the head with your
elbow -- you didn’t mean to do it, but it still
hurts. Something has happened. When
we are working with such sensitive issues
as race, identity, and relationship, we often
hurt someone with what we have said or
done without intending to. Yet, the hurt still
happened. What do we do then? Rev J speaks.
JAN 16 – The Five Puzzle Pieces
UU Religious Educator, Kirsten Hunter, says
that there are five parts that make up a whole
intention: Imagine. Act. Reflect. Forgive. Heal.
Come explore the power of setting new year’s
intentions rather than new year’s resolutions.
What’s the difference? Rev J speaks.
JAN 23 – Attending to Intention
New Year’s Resolutions can be full of “shoulds,”
“oughts” and just more things to do. Even
setting them can feel like another item to
check off the list. What if our intentions for the
year ahead come out of stillness, mindfulness
and attention? Join Guest Speaker, Rev. Kelly
Dignan, for a meditative and reflective service

Address!
Each year at this time, we host a Worship Service
followed by our mid-year annual meeting that
explores the current state of our ministry and
discusses future plans. For decades, we have
been gathering in very specific ways. In a lot of
cases, in ways that have not necessarily been
working for people. And rather than rush back
to those old familiar formats, we actually have
an opportunity to pause and ask, “How do we
want to do this now? What have we learned
during this time about our church life? How
are we together? At the core of it, what is it we
do and what is needed right now?” It would be
really easy to skip this kind of conversation, but
let’s not do that. Rev J reflects, and the Board of
Trustees will run the annual non-voting meeting.
This service will be our planned once a month
dual-platform service (unless COVID stats make
it impossible). So, if you would like to be present
in the sanctuary this Sunday, please make sure
that Chuck (our new Office Admin) has your
vaccination verification. Otherwise, attendance
is welcome on Zoom, just like it always has been
and will continue to be.
All services are on Zoom at 3:30 pm
unless otherwise noted.
HPCUU Zoom Link
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Faith Formation
At my house, we start off
each new year with a bang,
meaning lots of loud noises.
With confetti guns and
other party poppers, we
fill the air and redecorate
the Christmas tree with
streamers and lots of
confetti. There’s a belief in
many
cultures that starting
Heather Southard
the year with loud noises
Faith Formation
Coordinator
helps ward off evil spirits and
bad intentions to start the
year off with good luck.

make time this month to reflect and think about
your intentions. Do you intend to live a deeper,
happier life? Do you want to learn something new?
Build a stronger community together? In that case,
let’s make some noise! Let’s shout and cheer, and
welcome in the New Year with fun and friends!
Join me this year for some fun in Faith Formation.
Heather Southard
Faith Formation Coordinator

Our Soul Matters theme for January is about living
with intention. Winter is a time meant for slowing
down and doing inward reflection. That’s also part
of why people tend to make New Year’s Resolutions.
Resolutions are a great way to set your intentions
on living a great life, starting new adventures, or
deepening current commitments. My intentions for
Faith Formation are to learn together, explore the
world around us more, and just have fun together.
December brought us some great holiday cheer at
the Holiday Bazaar. The youth all got to get great
gifts for their friends and families. We played some
competitive games like building snowmen with
marshmallows and fishing for candy canes. The
adults put together puzzles at the end while the
youth attended their worship service with The
Mountaintop community. I’m excited to see where
our youth go with these worship services in the
future.
To keep the party going for Faith Formation, we are
hosting an auction event on January 15th. We will
be serving pizza and providing a build your own ice
cream sundaes station. In addition, it will be a night
of board games and card games, hanging out with
friends, and laughing the night away. Please check
out our auction website for tickets that are still
available.
I will be looking for more ways to live with the UU
Principles as my guide. I hope you also choose to
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Adult Faith Formation
							

Covenant Groups
Your Soul Matters!

You can join a group at any time, contact Rev Julia or
sgm-steering@hpcuu.org for more information or to sign
up with any of our groups.
It has been said that human beings become human by
making commitments. A covenant is a mutual promise
between individuals or groups – to stay in relationship,
care about each other, and work together in good faith.
It is a way to seek the good of the whole right along with
your personal good. As one of the flagship ministries of
our church, our Covenant Groups are spaces in which we
practice loving each other and willingly staying at the table
again and again (even in difficulty). Our small group ministry is most probably one of the reasons HiPChurchUU fared
so well through this time of pandemic and cultural strife.
Fall is the best season to join a covenant group for the first
time, or shift to a new group to deepen friendships with
other folks if you so choose. So please consider what you would like to do for our upcoming church year.

The 2022 Journaling Workshops will be held on the 2nd
Saturday of each month 9:30am to 11:00amMT via zoom.
January 8th, February 12th, March 12th, April 9th, May 14th,
June 11th
Journaling is one of the most recommended activities for
those processing grief, though many people find it difficult
to start and/or maintain this practice. Journaling helps us to
see and know ourselves. It is a way to expand on half-formed
thoughts — bringing to light parts of ourselves that reside
only in our unconscious mind. Once acknowledged we can
start to work with those once hidden emotions and beliefs in
a new way. In this workshop we will talk about the value and
the practice of journaling. We will have several short writing
sessions (that won’t requiring sharing). Please bring a journal
with blank pages or writing paper and a pen. Contact Sonya
Bergeron at sonya.bergeron@icloud.com if you have any questions.
Pre-registration is required. You can preregister here.

Multicultural Action Team

Reflection: The 8th Principle & Accountability
The final element of the proposed 8th Principle
states that the way in which we will journey toward
spiritual wholeness and build a diverse multicultural Beloved Community is “by our actions that accountably dismantle racism and other oppressions
in ourselves and our institutions.” So, what does it
mean to “accountably” dismantle racism and other
oppressions, and why is it important to include this
in the proposed principle?

We must actively recognize and counter any rhetoric and practices rooted in White Supremacy within
ourselves, our congregations, and our Association.
In June 2020, the UUA Commission on Institutional
Change released “Widening the Circle of Concern”;
this report took three years to compile and is the
beginning of a truth and reconciliation process to
address the continuing issues of racism and white
supremacy culture within Unitarian Universalism.
The report was a summation of the commission’s
findings and recommendations. A statement in the
report that stood out to me was the following:

One of the things that first drew me to Unitarian
Universalism was the 7 Principles. I was grateful
to discover a faith tradition free of dogma that
replaced a creed with a set of guiding values and
moral principles all UUs covenant to affirm and
promote. That these principles were woven
throughout – with the values of compassion, peace,
inherent worth, global community, justice, and
equity – helped me realize that this is a faith community I could embrace. And while I continue to
appreciate each of our 7 principles, my almost 20
years of active membership in our UU faith have
brought me to the realization that “affirming” and
“promoting” these values don’t necessarily lead to
action. They don’t explicitly hold us accountable to
directly address the many oppressions so prevalent
in our society, especially those that are systemic
within our institutions, including our UU congregations and Association.

“Our internal work as people of
faith is to become more
inclusive, equitable, and diverse
while our external work is to be
accountable to those most
affected by injustice. For us to
be good, accountable partners,
we must do both.”
“Widening the Circle of Concern” is a good beginning that can help guide us in our journey to
accountably dismantling racism and other oppressions, but it is only a beginning. As the COIC itself
says in the preface to the report, “if it is received
as nothing more than a document, that will be a
travesty and fresh source of injury to all who participated in offering and compiling the wisdom found
here.” In other words, if, like our 7 Principles, we lift
it up as a written embodiment of our values, yet we
don’t commit to actively doing the work it requires
of us, what good is it? Are we willing to hold ourselves, our congregation, and our Association accountable to doing the hard work of implementing
these recommendations?

We live in a white supremacy culture. For those of
us who are white, this can be difficult to recognize;
it is, after all, the water in which we swim. But this
is not a new idea for our Black, Indigenous, and
People of Color siblings. They continue to face the
inequities and injustices inherent in this culture,
whether we choose to recognize it as supremacist
or not. It is time that we, as a faith community,
explicitly commit to dismantling racism in ourselves
and our institutions. If we truly value the ideas of
equity and justice for all, we need to make our actions match our values. And we can’t do this work
at a societal level without also doing it internally.
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Multicultural Action Team
And this brings me back to the proposed 8th Principle that asks us to journey “toward spiritual wholeness by working to build a diverse multicultural
Beloved Community by our actions that accountably dismantle racism and other oppressions in
ourselves and our institutions.” I think the accountability piece of this is vital. Covenanting to affirm
and promote a set of guiding principles and moral
values is admirable and worthwhile; explicitly articulating our commitment to be accountable to these
principles and values is even better. It ensures that
we match our stated values with actions. It lets our
BiPOC siblings know that we are truly committed

to joining them in this difficult work. It furthers
our journey toward spiritual wholeness. It helps us
build a diverse, multicultural Beloved Community.

Julie Feuerbach
Multicultural Action Team Co-Lead
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Fun with Fellowship
Coffee Morning
Jan. 14th, 10 am
Pikes Perk Coffee & Tea House, 5965 N Academy Blvd.
We meet every second Friday of the month for morning coffee and
a visit – and ALL ARE WELCOME!. This is a time to catch up and be in
community for a bit over a cup of coffee and a yummy treat! Bring a
portable craft project to work on or just come to chat. Pikes Perk is a
BIPOC-owned business. Hope to see you there!
Questions? Contact fellowshipfun@hpcuu.org
In-Person FRIDAY FUN @ 5 - White Elephant Gift Exchange
Jan. 21st, 5 pm
Mash Mechanix Brewing Co, 429 E Pikes Peak Ave
FOOD TRUCK: On-site, TBA
Mash Mechanix is a newer downtown brewery with expansive outdoor seating and a great selection of craft beers and hard seltzers.
Just for laughs, we will do a White Elephant gift exchange. Please
bring a WRAPPED item of no value to you – one per person. Here’s
your chance to re-gift something that you can no longer use – the crazier the, item the better!
SEE YOU IN THE BIG OUTDOOR HEATED TENT!
PIZZA & GAME NIGHT!
Jan. 15th, 6-9 pm
Unity Fellowship Hall
Join our HPCUU kids and the Faith Formation Team for a fun evening
out! We still have a limited number of tickets available for Faith Formation’s auction offering of a “Pizza, Ice Cream & Game Night”- only
$10 per person, and all proceeds support High Plains Church!
Click HERE to join the fun!
This all-ages auction event will be held in the Unity Fellowship Hall
on Saturday, January 15th, beginning at 6 pm. Bring a favorite game
to share or choose from the stack of board and card games available.
This will be a ton of fun and a great way to get to know people at High
Plains. See you there!
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Join Us On Zoom

Join the Conversation!

Sundays at 3:30pm join
our live Online Service!

Facebook.com/HighPlainsCUU

HPCUU Zoom Room
https://zoom.us/j/7192601080,
Meeting ID: 719 260 1080, Password: 25Years!
(Password is case sensitive)

Instagram.com/hpchurchuu/

Or by phone: +1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose)
+1 646 558 8656 US (New York)
Meeting ID: 719 260 1080

Soul Matters

Once you are in our Zoom personal meeting room
there will be a message about waiting to enter.
Our admin will let you out of the waiting room when
the service starts. We will record services for later play
on YOUTUBE with the link sent by email distribution.

Facebook.com/HipDiscussionGroup

Rev. Julia’s Schedule

Office Hours
Chuck Hundley is our new
Office Administrator. To
contact him, email office@
hpcuu.org or leave a voicemail on the church phone
(719-260-1080).

Rev. Julia’s week of this month is Jan. 21st
- 27th. Please watch the weekly eblast for
current schedules and information. Please
feel free to contact Rev. Julia via cell phone
720-975-6235, or email minister@hpcuu.org
anytime. She will get back to you as soon as
possible!
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HiP Board

HPCUU
1945 Mesa Road
Colorado Springs, CO 80904

Rick Carpenter, President
President@hpcuu.org
Gretchen Hein, Past President
PastPresident@hpcuu.org

Member of Unitarian Universalist Association
Sunday Services at 3:30 pm

Vacant, President-Elect
PresidentElect@hpcuu.org

Come Join us!

Danielle Jernigan, Secretary
Secretary@hpcuu.org
Sam Waller,
Church Financial Officer
CFO@hpcuu.org

Office: 719.260.1080
www.hpcuu.org

All submissions for the newsletter
must be received by the 23rd of each
month. Please send to
communications@hpcuu.org.

Facebook.com/highplainscuu
Instagram.com/hpchurchuu
Office Hours:
Sunday: 3pm–5pm
Phone calls and emails
answered during week day hours.

Bookkeeper’s Hours
Mondays, 10 am – 2 pm

Rev. Julia’s Hours
Tuesdays – Thursdays, Noon – 9pm

In an effort to live more deeply into the reality of beloved community, we will be offering a small space in the newsletter
each month for members and friends to share important milestones in their lives. If you have something important
happening personally that you would like the congregation to know about, please submit a small 2– 3 sentence note
about it by the 23th of each month to communications@hpcuu.org.
Interested in placing an ad in next month’s newsletter? Email: communications@hpcuu.org

